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In this revealing book, Ricardo GonzÃ¡lez shares his incredible experiences with the Apunians,

extraterrestrial beings that come from the future with a powerful message. â€œThe messages of the

Beings are very precise and they have the elements to verify them. There is a hopeful future, but

some old structures have to be transformed. What I would say to people is not to be afraid because

fear is the antithesis of love. Fear paralyzes and does not allow us to make the right decisions. We

have to open our consciousness to react according to that and to create a better future for us all.

Extraterrestrials may support us but they will never solve our problems. The real contact is with

ourselves.â€• â€“Ricardo GonzÃ¡lez
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Ricardo Gonzales' book has the ring of truth and authenticity of someone who has had life-altering

contact with highly advanced beings from beyond our time and planet. Ricardo has shared the

fascinating story of his own contact over decades with peaceful, advanced beings that he came to

understand as our own older brothers and sisters in the cosmos. What he shares has been

confirmed to me by people I know who have also experienced contact with these peaceful beings as

a result of working with Ricardo. This book conveys very important information about the larger

family of intelligent beings that we are a part of in the cosmos, and the necessity of learning to raise

our consciousness and connect through our hearts in order to understand and evolve as a result of

contact with these ambassadors from our extended cosmic family.



For me this book was disappointing. The author falls into the common trap of making the book about

himself - his travels, his speeches, his group sessions, his friends - rather than focusing on the

beings themselves. The messages they wish to convey are somewhat lost amidst the clutter of

personal details which aren't very interesting or important given the other directions this story might

have taken. Perhaps there is more substantive material recorded elsewhere, but it doesn't appear to

be available in English. Too bad.

Fantastic book which details the true amazing contact experiences with the beings from APU, and

the important messages they bring to planet earth. I've been waiting for the english version of this

book to be released for close to a year now, and I can honestly say, it did not disappoint. Author,

Ricardo Gonzalez takes us all on an exciting journey through the different parts of Peru, and all the

way to Northern California, to the majestic Mountain of Shasta, for some very profound experiences

with the Apunian beings. Ricardo also gives us some history with these beings, going all the way

back to the 1950's in Peru. And, features an interview between him and the extraterrestrial guide

named, Antarel. Theres also some information on the sacred Solar Disc. Those thirteen power

objects that are placed in sacred spots around the planet which are made to raise our vibration

when connecting to their frequency. And according to the extraterrestrial guides, the earth and the

humans are part of this greater mission known as the cosmic plan. An interplanetary bridge of

assistance between humanity and these evolved civilizations. This mission is for the evolution of

humanity, the planet and the universe.I've attended some of Ricardo's contact retreats in the past,

especially at a special one where there was direct physical contact between the extraterrestrial

guide, Antarel and a famous journalist researcher. It was an incredible gathering which took place in

beautiful Mount Shasta.... In the meantime, check out this great book and prepare yourself to

connect to our star families from our future.

Rather disappointing as there is more written about the author's personal life and achievements

than on Apu and the alien named Antarel. Another book, "Secret Journey to Planet Serpo", is more

credible in my opinion. If the author is really in contact with the Apunians on a regular basis, I would

expect more, such as photos of them,or the craft up close, rather than the usual photos of his team

members and a few token photos of some tiny ufos in the mountains.

Ricardo Gonzalez takes us on a epic journey revealing valuable information about our Space

brothers. We begin to realize that their is hope and that our future can be bright. I really felt deeply



connected to his description of the Brotherhood. I felt this book triggered memories stored within me

to surface. I even got teary eyed in certain parts. I am so grateful that we have people like Ricardo

and others doing this mission of spreading the message of our cosmic family.
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